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Abstract

Referring expression comprehension (REC) often re-
quires a large number of instance-level annotations for fully
supervised learning, which are laborious and expensive. In
this paper, we present the first attempt of semi-supervised
learning for REC and propose a strong baseline method
called RefTeacher. Inspired by the recent progress in com-
puter vision, RefTeacher adopts a teacher-student learning
paradigm, where the teacher REC network predicts pseudo-
labels for optimizing the student one. This paradigm allows
REC models to exploit massive unlabeled data based on a
small fraction of labeled. In particular, we also identify
two key challenges in semi-supervised REC, namely, sparse
supervision signals and worse pseudo-label noise. To ad-
dress these issues, we equip RefTeacher with two novel de-
signs called Attention-based Imitation Learning (AIL) and
Adaptive Pseudo-label Weighting (APW). AIL can help the
student network imitate the recognition behaviors of the
teacher, thereby obtaining sufficient supervision signals.
APW can help the model adaptively adjust the contributions
of pseudo-labels with varying qualities, thus avoiding con-
firmation bias. To validate RefTeacher, we conduct exten-
sive experiments on three REC benchmark datasets. Exper-
imental results show that RefTeacher obtains obvious gains
over the fully supervised methods. More importantly, using
only 10% labeled data, our approach allows the model to
achieve near 100% fully supervised performance, e.g., only
-2.78% on RefCOCO. Project: https://refteacher.github.io/.

1. Introduction
Referring Expression Comprehension (REC) [33–35,45,

49, 53, 60, 62], also called Visual grounding [26, 51, 52]
or Phrase localization [20, 39], aims to locate the target
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Figure 1. Statistics of the pseudo-label quality in semi-
supervised REC with different percentages of labeled infor-
mation. The REC model only predicts one pseudo-box for each
image-text pair and cannot apply filtering, so the pseudo-labels are
usually noisy and low-quality during training.

objects in an image referred by a given natural language
expression. Compared to conventional object detection
tasks [4,9–11,23,24,28,40–42], REC is not limited to a fix
set of categories and can be generalized to open-vocabulary
recognition [31, 60]. However, as a detection task, REC
also requires a large number of instance-level annotations
for training, which poses a huge obstacle to its practical ap-
plications.

To address this issue, one feasible solution is semi-
supervised learning (SSL), which has been well studied on
various computer vision tasks [1–3, 8, 16, 29, 43, 44, 47, 59]
but not yet exploited in REC. In particular, recent advances
in semi-supervised object detection (SSOD) [16, 29, 44, 47,
59] has yielded notable progress in practical applications.
These SSOD methods apply a training framework consisted
of two detection networks with the same configurations, act-
ing as teacher and student, respectively. The teacher net-
work is in charge of generating pseudo-labels to optimize
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the student during training, which can exploit massive unla-
beled data based on a small amount of labeled information.
With the help of this effective training paradigm, the latest
SSOD method [37] can even achieve fully supervised per-
formance with only 40% and 25% labeled information on
MSCOCO [25] and PASCAL VOC [7], respectively.

However, directly transferring this successful paradigm
to REC still suffers from two main challenges due to task
gaps. The first one is the extremely sparse supervision
signals. In contrast to object detection, REC only ground
one instance for each text-image pair. This prediction pat-
tern makes the REC model receive much fewer pseudo-
supervisions than SSOD during teacher-student learning,
i.e., only one bounding box without class pseudo-labels.
For instance, Compared with SSOD that has 6-15 high-
quality pseudo-boxes for each image [30, 37], semi-REC
only has 0.5 box on average at the infant training stages as
shown in Fig. 1. The sparse supervision signals also lead to
worse pseudo-label quality, which is the second challenge.
SSOD methods [16,29,44,47,59] can apply NMS [10] and
high-threshold filtering to discard the vast majority of noisy
pseudo-labels, thereby avoiding the error accumulation is-
sue [29, 37, 44] in SSL. But in REC, a strong filtering is not
feasible due to the already sparse pseudo-label information.
This results in that most pseudo-labels of REC are of much
lower-quality.

Based on this observations, we propose the first semi-
supervised approach for REC called RefTeacher with two
novel designs, namely Attention-based Imitation Learn-
ing (AIL) and Adaptive Pseudo-label Weighting (APW). In
principle, RefTeacher also adopts a teacher-student frame-
work, where the teacher predicts the pseudo bounding boxes
for the student according to the given expressions. Follow-
ing the latest SSOD [29,30,37,47], we also use EMA to up-
date the gradients of the teacher network from the student,
and introduce data augmentation and burn-in strategies to
improve SSL. To enrich the supervision signals, the pro-
posed AIL helps the student imitate the attention behaviors
of the teacher, thereby improving the knowledge transfer-
ring. APW is further used to reduce the impact of noisy
pseudo-labels, which is achieved via adaptively weighting
label information and the corresponding gradient updates.

To validate RefTeacher, we apply RefTeacher to
two representative REC models, i.e. RealGIN [60] and
TransVG [5], and conduct extensive experiments on three
REC benchmark datasets, namely RefCOCO [54], Ref-
COCO+ [54] and RefCOCOg [38]. Experimental results
show that RefTeacher can greatly exceed the supervised
baselines, e.g. +18.8% gains on 10% RefCOCO. More im-
portantly, using only 10% labeled data, RefTeacher can help
RealGIN achieve near 100% fully supervised performance.

Overall, the contributions of this paper are three-fold:

• We present the first attempt of semi-supervised learn-

ing for REC with a strong baseline method called
RefTeacher.

• We identify two challenges of semi-supervised REC,
i.e. sparse supervision signals and worse pseudo-label
noise, and address them with two novel designs,
namely Attention-based Imitation Learning (AIL) and
Adaptive Pseudo-label Weighting (APW).

• RefTeacher achieves significant performance gains on
RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, and RefCOCOg datasets over
the fully supervised methods.

2. Related Work

Referring Expression Comprehension. Referring Ex-
pression Comprehension (REC) [5,12,13,19,27,33,36,49,
51, 53–55, 57, 60] aims to ground the referent in an im-
age according to a natural language expression. Early REC
works [12,27,36,49,53,54,57,61] mainly followed the two-
stage pipeline. Concretely, these two-stage methods first
generate candidate proposals in an image, and then select
the one that best matches with the expression as the ref-
erent. More recently, one-stage methods [5, 15, 19, 51, 60]
have attracted more attentions due to its superior efficiency.
By omitting the step of region proposals, one-stage REC
models can achieve real-time inference [60]. To improve
the performance of one-stage REC, researchers have put
numerous efforts on the study of vision-and-language fu-
sion [15, 45, 51, 52, 60] and detection paradigm [5, 19, 33],
which have achieved significant progresses.

Semi-Supervised Learning. Semi-Supervised Learning
(SSL) has made great progresses in image classification [2,
3, 14, 43, 46, 56, 58], which can be roughly divided into two
categories, i.e. consistency-based [2,3,8,16,43] and pseudo-
label based methods [1,29,30,37,43,44,47,59]. In particu-
lar, consistency-based approaches [2, 3, 8, 16, 43] propose
regularization loss to ensure that the teacher and student
with different noisy input can have the consistency predic-
tions. Pseudo-label based methods [1, 29, 30, 37, 44, 47, 59]
use a well-trained teacher network to predict pseudo-labels
for unlabeled data to optimize the student one. Inspired by
these progresses, some recent works [16,17,29,44,59] also
apply SSL to object detection. One representative work of
semi-supervised object detection (SSOD) is STAC [44]. It
first trains a teacher network using a small amount of la-
beled data and then produces pseudo-labels for unlabeled
data. After that, a student network is trained with both la-
beled and unlabeled data. Based on this paradigm, a bunch
of SSOD approaches [16, 17, 29, 30, 37, 44, 59] have been
proposed recently and have achieved great success.
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Figure 2. The overall semi-supervised REC framework of RefTeacher. RefTeacher includes two REC networks with the same con-
figurations, namely Teacher and Student. The teacher will predict pseudo-labels of unlabeled data, based on which the student is trained
together with a few labeled samples. The teacher is updated via EMA [48] from the student. Attention-based Imitation Learning (AIL) and
Adaptive Pseudo-label Weighting (APW) are further deployed to address sparse supervision signals and extreme noisy pseudo-labels.

3. Method
3.1. Task Definition

Given a set of labeled data Ds = {(Isi , T s
i ) ,Ys

i }
Ns

i=1 and
unlabeled data Du = {(Iui , T u

i )}Nu

i=1, the target of semi-
supervised REC can be formulated as

minL(θ;Ds, Du). (1)

Here, L is the semi-supervised objective function. θ de-
notes the REC models. I, T and Y denote the images, ex-
pressions and box annotations, respectively. In practice, the
numbers of labeled and unlabeled data meet Ns ≪ Nu.

Since REC is a language-guided visual recognition task,
the absence of text information will make the model unable
to make predictions. Besides, such image-level captions
are relatively easy to obtain from existing vision-language
datasets [21,39] or online data. In this case, we only discard
the bounding box annotations and keep the text captions in
our semi-supervised setting.

3.2. RefTeacher

3.2.1 Overall Framework

We first introduce the overall framework of RefTeacher
for semi-supervised REC. As shown in Fig. 2, our semi-
supervised framework consists of two REC networks with
the same configuration, acting as Teacher and Student, re-
spectively.

During training, the teacher network is used to predict
pseudo-labels for unlabeled data, and then the student is op-
timized with both ground-truth and pseudo labels.

In this case, the overall optimization objective for the
student is defined by

L = Lsup + λu · Lunsup, (2)

where λu is a hyper-parameter that controls the weight of
the unsupervised loss. Lsup is the loss function of REC
models, which can be defined by

Lsup =

N∑
i

c∗iLbox (b
∗
i , bi) + Lconf (c

∗
i , ci) . (3)

Here, Lbox and Lconf are the regression and confidence
losses [33,51,52,60], respectively. b and c are the predicted
box coordinates and confidence, while b∗ and c∗ are the cor-
responding ground truths. N denotes the number of the pre-
dicted bounding boxes. The unsupervised loss Lunsup will
be described in detail later.

Teacher-student mutual learning. To improve the ef-
ficiency of semi-supervised REC, we also introduce novel
designs in SSL [29,30,37,43,44,50] to RefTeacher, such as
burn-in stage [29,30,37], Exponential Moving Average [48]
and Strong-weak data augmentations [29, 30, 37].

Concretely, before teacher-student learning, the teacher
network will first be trained with labeled data for a short pe-
riod, which is called burn-in stage [29, 30, 37]. This setup
can enable the teacher with a certain detection ability to pro-
vide viable pseudo-labels. Afterwards, the parameters of
the teacher network are used to initialize the student one.

During semi-supervised training, the student is opti-
mized by both labeled and unlabeled data, as defined in Eq.
2. In contrast, gradient backpropagation is prohibited in the
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm of RefTeacher

Input: Labeled data {(Is, T s),Ys}, unlabeled data
{(Iu, T u)}, burn-in step k, maximum iteration N

Output: Teacher Model θit
1: for i < N do
2: if i < k then
3: Update θis by Eq. (3)
4: if i = k then
5: Initialize θit with θis
6: if k > N then
7: Predict pseudo-labels ŷiu and ĉi by Teacher θit
8: Calculate Lsup with (xi

l, t
i
l, y

i
l) by Eq. (3)

9: Calculate Limi by Eq. (6)
10: Calculate Lunsup with (xi

u, t
i
u, ŷ

i
u) by Eq. (7)

11: Update θit and θis by Eq. (4) and Eq. (8)
12: return θit

teacher, and its parameters are updated from the student via
EMA [48]:

θis ← θis + γ
∂ (Lsup + λu · Lunsup)

∂θis
,

θit ← αθi−1
t + (1− α) θis,

(4)

where θt and θs are the parameters of the teacher and stu-
dent, respectively, i denotes the training step, α is the keep-
ing rate. This optimization scheme can prevent the teacher
from easily overfitting limited labeled data [48].

In addition, we also apply strong and weak data augmen-
tation schemes to the student and the teacher, respectively.
In existing SSL methods [29, 30, 37, 43, 44, 50], this train-
ing setup is widely used to prevent the student from over-
fitting redundant pseudo-labels. However, we also notice
that some augmentation techniques, e.g., GaussianBlur, will
change the semantic consistency between the image and ex-
pression, thus leading to negative examples. In this case, we
combine RandomHorizontalFlip, RandomCrop and Color-
Jitter [22] as the strong augmentation. And RandomHori-
zontalFlip is retained as weak augmentation for the seman-
tic consistency between teacher and student.

Overall, the complete procedure of RefTeacher is de-
scribed in Algorithm 1.

3.2.2 Semi-supervised Learning

As shown in Eq. 2, semi-supervised REC consists of
two main optimization targets, i.e., the supervised and the
unsupervised ones. In terms of the unsupervised loss,
a natural choice is to use the predicted pseudo bound-
ing boxes to supervise the student network, which is also
widely used in existing semi-supervised object detection
(SSOD) [16, 17, 29, 30, 37, 44, 59]. It can be defined by

Lbox =

N∑
i

Lconf (ĉi, ci) , (5)

where ĉi denotes the pseudo-labels predicted by the teacher.
Following the recent progress in SSL [29,37], we ignore the
box regression inLbox, which can be achieved based merely
on Lsup [14, 29, 37].

However, only using Lbox as the unsupervised loss will
make the student cannot be sufficiently trained. To ex-
plain, in SSOD, the detection network often predicts a set
of pseudo-boxes for teacher-student learning, where filter-
ing rules can also be applied to select pseudo labels of high
quality. In stark contrast, the REC model can only provide
one pseudo-box for each expression, which also makes la-
bel filtering infeasible.

This case results in two key issues for semi-supervised
REC. The first one is that the pseudo-label information is
not sufficient for teacher-student learning. For instance,
the student can only learn location information from the
teacher, while other cross-modal information is in absence.
Meanwhile, without sufficient pesudo-labels and filtering
process, the supervised information used is often very noisy,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Attention-based Imitation Learning (AIL). We first
propose AIL to address the issue of sparse supervision sig-
nals. Its main principle is to let the student learn more com-
prehensive knowledge from the teacher, including cross-
modal alignments and prediction patterns.

To learn the cross-modal behavior of the teacher, we
introduce an attention-based imitation loss, termed Limi.
Specifically, given the input image I ∈ RH×W×3 and
text T ∈ Rl, existing one-stage REC approaches [5, 15,
19, 33, 45, 51, 52, 60] first extract features of two modali-
ties, which are fused to obtain multi-modal features Fm ∈
Rh×w×d. For recently proposed one-stage REC models, at-
tention modules are usually applied based on Fm to facil-
itate the vision-language alignment, which can be denoted
by Fatt ∈ Rh×w×d. Limi aims to encourage the consis-
tency of Fatt between the teacher and student, which is de-
fined as

Limi =

n∑
i=1

1

n
(F̂ i

att − F i
att)

2. (6)

Here, n = h×w×d, and F̂att and Fatt denote the attention
features of the teacher and student, respectively.

Adaptive Pseudo-label Weighting (APW). AIL can ef-
fectively improve the efficiency of semi-supervised opti-
mization. However, the numerous noisy pseudo-labels still
greatly hurt the effectiveness of SSL. To address this is-
sue, one direct solution from SSOD is to filter the low-
confidence samples in SSL. However, this also causes a lot
of useful training samples to be discarded, which inevitably
hurts the training process.
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To this end, we propose APW, which uses the predicted
confidence to weight the unsupervised loss of each sample.
In particular, APW can be defined as

Lapw
box =

N∑
i

ĉiLconf (ĉi, ci) . (7)

When the teacher predicts an uncertain pseudo-label usually
of low-confidence, APW will adaptively lower the contribu-
tion of its unsupervised loss. By this way, APW can greatly
alleviate the error accumulation issue.

Based on these two designs, the final optimization objec-
tive for semi-supervised REC can be re-writen by

L = Lsup
box + Lsup

conf + λuLapw
box + λimiLimi. (8)

Here, λu and λimi are hyper-parameters to adjust the con-
tributions of loss.

4. Experiment
4.1. Datasets and Metric

RefCOCO & RefCOCO+ [54] contain 142k referring
expressions for 50k bounding boxes in 19k images from
MS-COCO [25]. There are four splits in RefCOCO and
RefCOCO+, i.e., train, val, testA and testB. The expressions
of RefCOCO are mainly about absolute position, while the
ones of RefCOCO+ contain more contents about attributes.
RefCOCOg [38] has 104k expressions for 54k objects from
26k images. By default, we use its UMD split [38], which
contains three splits, i.e., training, validation and testing.
Compared to RefCOCO and RefCOCO+, the expressions
of RefCOCOg are more complex and longer, which have
8.4 words on average and contain both attribute and local-
ization information. For semi-supervised learning, we ran-
domly select 0.1%, 1%, 5%, 10% samples as the labeled
data, and the rest are used for the unlabeled data.

Intersection-over-Union (IoU) is the metric used in
REC, which measures the overlap degree between the pre-
diction and ground truth. Following previous works [33,51,
52,60], we use IoU@0.5 to evaluate the model performance.

4.2. Experimental Settings

4.2.1 Implementation Details

All models are trained by Adam [6] with a constant learn-
ing rate of 1e − 4. The batch size is set to 16, which con-
sists of 8 labeled and 8 unlabeled image-text pairs. The
total training steps are 70k, where the burn-in steps are
6k by default and 7.5k for 10% semi-supervised settings.
The hyper-parameters of α, λimi and λu are set to 0.9996,
0.05 and 0.5, respectively. For strong-weak augmentations,
we use RandomResize, RandomSizeCrop, RandomHori-
zontalFlip, ColorJitter, AugTranslate as strong augmenta-
tions, and RandomHorizontalFlip as weak augmentations.

For other network configurations, such as input resolutions
and visual backbones, we follow the default settings of pre-
vious works [5, 60].

We use the fully supervised method and SSOD approach,
i.e., STAC [44], as the baselines. For all supervised base-
lines, we use RealGIN [60] as the REC model. For the fully
supervised method, we follow the default setups of Real-
GIN to train model on available labeled data. For STAC,
the training can be divided into two stages. Firstly, we train
a teacher model on the labeled data, which is used to predict
the pseudo-labels for unlabeled data. Then, a student model
is trained with both labeled and unlabeled data. Following
STAC, we also apply strong data augmentations to the input
images of the student. For all the semi-supervised methods,
both teacher and student share the same REC network.

4.3. Experimental Results

4.3.1 Comparison with Baselines

Results of RefTeacher and baselines. In Tab. 1, we first
compare RefTeacher with the fully supervised baseline and
STAC. The first observation is that all semi-supervised ap-
proaches can obtain obvious gains over the fully supervised
baseline. STAC outperforms the “Supervised” by 5.8% on
1% RefCOCO val. Compared with STAC, the performance
gains by RefTeacher are more significant, e.g., +19.5% on
0.1% RefCOCO val. With only 10% labels, RefTeacher can
even achieve comparable performance to the 100% fully
supervised result, i.e., 72.22 vs 75.00. Besides, the bene-
fits of RefTeacher are also obvious to the expressions about
objects, i.e., +23.02% on 1% RefCOCO. On RefCOCOg,
STAC performs closely to the fully supervised method,
while RefTeacher brings consistent gains on different pro-
portions of labeled data, i.e., +17.16% on 1% RefCOCOg
val.

In Fig. 3, we compare the training curves of RefTeacher
and baselines. It can be seen that the fully supervised base-
line and STAC will not further improve after 10k training
setups, while RefTeacher can consistently benefit the model
during the whole training period. These results greatly val-
idate the effectiveness of RefTeacher.

Results of RefTeacher using additional unlabeled
data. In Tab. 2, with the base model, i.e., RealGIN, we
train RefTeacher with 100% labeled data of RefCOCO
and examine whether additional unlabeled data can fur-
ther improve the performance. From this table, we can
see that the effectiveness of RefTeacher is still obvious on
100% RefCOCO. By using RefCOCO+ as unlabeled data,
RefTeacher can outperform the supervised one, +4.1% on
RefCOCO val. We also use the out-of-domain data as
the unlabeled data, i.e., ReferIt, the performance gains by
RefTeacher can be +2.94% on RefCOCO val. More im-

1The images in RefCOCO are removed.
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Table 1. Comparison of RefTeacher and baselines on RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg. For all approaches, we use Real-
GIN [60] as the REC model. “Supervised” denotes the fully supervised training. STAC [44] is the semi-supervised approach from SSOD.

Methods RefCOCO
0.1% 1% 5% 10%

val testA testB val testA testB val testA testB val testA testB
Supervised 14.64 20.31 9.36 37.93 40.02 33.09 53.90 55.68 49.75 58.63 59.52 55.66
STAC [44] 18.68 22.11 14.27 43.69 47.75 37.29 58.14 59.64 53.64 62.35 64.56 58.06
RefTeacher 34.05 35.41 30.25 59.25 60.47 56.11 68.96 71.04 63.18 72.22 74.47 66.69

RefCOCO+
0.1% 1% 5% 10%

val testA testB val testA testB val testA testB val testA testB
Supervised 13.21 17.22 8.14 26.11 27.70 20.80 34.53 36.33 27.51 37.27 40.38 33.18
STAC [44] 17.96 22.13 11.45 30.48 32.68 23.71 38.88 40.97 31.70 40.83 43.42 34.51
RefTeacher 22.10 28.66 12.76 39.45 41.95 32.17 49.47 53.27 41.52 52.50 56.76 44.69

RefCOCOg
0.1% 1% 5% 10%

val-u test-u val-u test-u val-u test-u val-u test-u
Supervised 16.50 16.21 26.86 26.36 39.44 37.94 44.71 45.02
STAC [44] 18.28 18.18 31.52 30.77 43.18 41.65 47.86 47.74
RefTeacher 29.06 29.76 44.02 42.13 51.20 50.79 51.20 56.80

Table 2. Results of RefTeacher on RefCOCO with additional
data. We use RefCOCO as the labeled data and other datasets, e.g.
RefCOCO+, as the unlabeled data1.

Model Unlabeled val testA testB

FAOA [52] - 72.54 74.35 68.50
ReSC [51] - 77.63 80.45 72.30
MCN [33] - 80.08 82.29 74.98
Iter-Shrinking [45] - - 74.27 68.10
LBYL-Net [15] - 79.67 82.91 74.15
TransVG [5] - 81.02 82.72 78.35

RefTeacherRealGIN [60]

- 75.00 77.53 69.17
RefCOCO+ 79.06 80.80 72.80
RefCOCOg 79.00 81.51 73.64

ReferIt 77.94 81.24 72.33

portantly, with unlabeled data, RefTeacher can help Re-
alGIN achieve competitive performance against the SO-
TAs [5, 15, 33, 45, 51, 52].

our RefTeacher can help the REC model RealGIN ex-
ploit additional unlabeled samples to obtain competitive
performance against the SOTA REC methods.

4.3.2 Ablation Study

The impact of semi-supervised framework. In Table 3,
we first ablate the semi-supervised REC framework of
RefTeacher under the setting of 5% labeled data. We can
see that the pseudo-label learning can bring obvious per-
formance gains on three REC datasets, e.g., + 4.2% on 5%
RefCOCO. Then, the teacher-student mutual training can
also improve the performance. With the semi-supervised
optimization, e.g., strong-weak augmentations, the perfor-

Figure 3. Training curves of RefTeacher and baselines.
RefTeacher can consistently improve performance throughout the
whole training period more effective than baselines.

mance on 5% RefCOCO boosts from 58.9 to 69.0. Such
gains also validate the issue of worse pseudo-labels, which
is alleviated by the semi-supervised optimization.

The impact of APW and AIL. In Tab. 4, we ablate the
effectiveness of APW and AIL in RefTeacher. It can be
seen that both designs can improve performance, and AIL
can brings more gains than APW, e.g., +3.7% on 1% Re-
fCOCOg. When combining APW with AIL, the perfor-
mance of RefTeacher can further improve from 58.2 to 59.2
on 1% RefCOCO. These results well validate the effective-
ness of APW.

Comparison of APW and AIL with other designs. In
Tab. 5, we compare APW and AIL with other viable so-
lutions for worse pseudo-labels and sparse supervision sig-
nal. For worse pseudo-labels, confidence filtering is a di-
rect solution. Listen2student [30] is an approach of SSOD,
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Table 3. Ablation study of semi-supervised REC framework on
5% RefCOCO [54], RefCOCO+ [12] and RefCOCOg [38].

Settings Ref Ref+ Refg

Supervised 53.9+0.0 34.5+0.0 39.4+0.0

+ pseudo-label learning 58.1+4.2 38.9+4.4 43.2+3.8

+ T-S mutual training 58.9+5.0 39.1+4.6 44.8+5.4

+ semi-supervised opt. 69.0+15.1 49.5+15.0 51.2+11.8

Table 4. Ablation study of adaptive pseudo-label weighting
(APW) and attention-based imitation learning (AIL) on 1%
RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg.

APW AIL Ref Ref+ Refg

55.4+0.0 38.1+0.0 40.2+0.0

✓ 56.6+1.2 39.0+0.9 42.6+2.4

✓ 58.2+2.8 39.7+1.6 43.9+3.7

✓ ✓ 59.2+3.8 39.4+1.3 44.0+3.8

Table 5. Comparison of different methods for pseudo-label fil-
tering and dense learning on 1% RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and
RefCOCOg. Our settings are in gray.

Settings Ref Ref+ Refg

Baseline 55.4+0.0 38.1+0.0 40.2+0.0

Worse pseudo-labels:
confidence filtering 55.9+0.5 39.0+0.9 41.1+0.9

listen2student [30] 55.2-0.2 38.5+0.4 40.0-0.2

APW 56.6+1.2 39.0+0.9 42.6+2.4

Sparse supervision signal:
soft label training 55.8+0.4 38.2+0.1 40.3+0.1

AIL 58.2+2.8 39.7+1.6 43.9+3.8

where the low-quality pseudo-labels are ignored after the
comparisons between the teacher and student. Both ap-
proaches can reduce the training samples, so their perfor-
mance gains are not obvious. Instead, our APW can effec-
tively use all training samples and also reduce the impact
of noisy pseudo-labels, e.g., +2.4% on 1% RefCOCOg. For
sparse supervision signal, we compare AIL with the soft la-
bel training, which replaces the one-hot ground truth with
a soft distribution. From the results we can see that AIL
greatly exceeds the soft label training by +3.7 on 1% Ref-
COCOg, suggesting more informative supervision provided
by attention-based imitation. These results validate AIL and
APW again.

4.3.3 Generalization Experiments

Results of RefTeacher on more REC models. We gener-
alize RefTeacher to more REC models, e.g., Transformed-
based model and CNN-based model with anchor free head.
Considering the absence of confidence in TransVG [5], we
only apply AIL to it and directly learning regression on Re-
fCOCO dataset. Our proposed AIL significantly improves

Table 6. Results of RefTeacher on different REC models on
10% labeled data.

Models Settings Ref Ref+ Refg

RealGIN [60] Supervised 58.6 37.3 44.7
RefTeacher 72.2 52.5 56.5

TransVG [5] Supervised 67.2 43.7 47.9
RefTeacher 70.3 46.4 51.0

SimREC [32] Supervised 69.9 53.9 54.1
RefTeacher 73.5 57.6 57.7

Table 7. Generalization of RefTeacher to unsupervised set-
tings. Pseudo-Q can generate pseudo-expressions and pseudo-
boxes for images. For RefTeacher, we use 40% samples annotated
by Pseudo-Q as the labeled data, and the rest are unlabeled data.

Methods Ref Ref+ Refg

Pseudo-Q [18] 52.09 32.05 46.61
Pseudo-Q+RefTeacher 54.20 32.94 48.04

the performance. With regard to anchor-free methods, we
deploy both the confidence and attention information to use
AIL and APW. The gains on RefCOCO+ is up to 3.7%,
proving the effectiveness of RefTeacher.

Results of RefTeacher under unsupervised settings.
In Tab. 7, we generalize RefTeacher to unsupervised set-
tings. Specifically, we use a unsupervised approach, i.e.,
Pseudo-Q [18], to generate pseudo-expressions and boxes
for images of RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ and RefCOCOg. For
RefTeacher, we only use 40% samples with box annota-
tions as the labeled data, and the rest are unlabeled data.
From Tab. 7, we can see that RefTeacher can also benefit
the unsupervised training, i.e. +2.1 % against Pseudo-Q on
RefCOCO. Since unsupervised training also faces the chal-
lenge of worse pseudo-labels and sparse training signal, we
believe RefTeacher can also be a good complement to ex-
isting unsupervised REC methods.

4.3.4 Qualitative analysis

To gain more insights into RefTeacher, we conduct exten-
sive visualizations in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4 (a), we observe
that the predictions of RefTeacher are more accurate than
the fully supervised method on small objects and complex
expressions, e.g., Exp-2 and Exp-3. In Fig. 4 (b), we further
compare the pseudo-labels with and without AIL and APW.
From these visualizations, we can see that both designs can
obviously improve the quality of pseudo-labels. Besides,
AIL can generate more accurate pseudo-labels in crowded
scene, greatly validating the benefits of the attention imita-
tion learning. We also visualize the failure cases in Fig. 4
(c). We observe that RefTeacher tends to fail when the ob-
jects are occluded, e.g., Exp-11, or the expressions are very
abstrat, e.g., Exp-13.
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Exp-10: pink couch with pink pillow on 

it but click the couch not the pillow.

Exp-11: : man with a black color shirt 

looking at laptop.
Exp-12: broken hot dog left bottom.

w.o. APW w.i. APW

(b) Predictions of RefTeacher with and without AIL and APW. 

(a) Comparison of fully-supervised and RefTeacher with additional data.

Exp-13:  your 

monitors colors off 

friend pink shirt girl.

Exp-14:  person in white 

sleeping far away.

Exp-17: the banana in the 

middle with 2 black dots 

on the stem.

Exp-16: yellow and blue 

vehicle closest to camera.
Exp-15: right sandwhich 

left half.

Exp-18: top comic 

book purple red.

(c) False cases in RefTeacher. 

Exp-7: : guy with glasses on right. Exp-8: woman in white tanktop and green shorts. Exp-9: man on left in black suit.

w.o. AIL w.o. AIL w.i. AIL w.o. AIL w.i. AILw.i. AIL

w.o. APW w.i. APWw.o. APW w.i. APW

Exp-1: bowl behind the others can only see part. Exp-2: top piece of broccoli. Exp-3: pink couch with pink pillow on it 

but click the couch not the pillow.

Exp-4: : wrapped leafed lettuce sitting 

behind wrapped carrots.

Exp-5: woman standing behind multiple boxes of pizza. Exp-6: a piece of chocolate layer 

cake on a floral patterned dish.

Fully-supervised RefTeacher Fully-supervised RefTeacher Fully-supervised RefTeacher

Figure 4. Visualizations of RefTeacher and fully supervised baselines. Sub-figure (a) shows the predictions of RefTeacher are much
better than the fully-supervised baseline. Sub-figure (b) indicates that both AIL and APW of RefTeacher can obviously improve the quality
of pseudo-labels. Sub-figure (c) demonstrates that RefTeacher still fails in some hard examples.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present the first semi-supervised
framework for referring expression comprehension (REC),
namely RefTeacher. Inspired by the great success of semi-
supervised learning in computer vision, RefTeacher adopts
the popular teacher-student learning paradigm. Based on
this framework, we can exploit massive unlabeled data for
training, thereby reducing the annotation costs. Particularly,
RefTeacher addresses two challenges of semi-supervised
REC, i.e., sparse supervision signal and worse pseudo-
labels, with two novel designs, called attention-based im-
itation learning (AIL) and adaptive pseudo-label weighting
(APW). Extensive experiments validate the superiority of
RefTeacher than the fully and semi-supervised baselines.
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